
Diversity Committee Meeting Notes 
 
11/22/21 
Present: Melissa, Paul M., Jon, Sam, Kirsten, Britania, Iana, Emma, Brooks, Lisa P., Diane, 
Mark P., Palmer, Nicolaj, Anne 
 
Draft Agenda 11-21-21 

 Introductions and check-ins (15 minutes) 
 Agree on facilitator and note-taker (5 minutes) 
 Agenda review, priorities, and objective for today’s meeting (5 minutes) 
 Approve meeting notes (5 minutes) 
 Board Liaison report (5 minutes) 

o New board seated. Sam and colleen are liaisons. Find time for BOD/DC meeting. 
Sam would like to start in January. Will have more formal report next month 

 Subcommittee report: Criteria for committee composition, appointment and service (5 
minutes) 

o Last meeting was cancelled.  Emma will send out a Doodle poll to set the next 
meeting.  She will send out notes from the last meeting 

 Subcommittee report: $5K education allotment (5 minutes) 
 Committee did not meet.  No report.  
 Debrief last meeting 

o Emma: surprised by elected official/board member yelling at a committee 
member about Britania when Emma feels her comment may have prompted the 
outburst 

o Britania: there was an email thread afterward with a potential path to resolution 
and getting support with folks processing that.  She’s specifically concerned 
about AJ having support so that he can feel heard and process all of the things 
that are on his shoulders.  

o Jon is curious about how his facilitation went through that.  Should he have cut 
things off?  

o Sam thinks Jon was in a tricky spot and there wasn’t a clear best way 
forward.  With the benefit of hindsight, we could have directed things back to the 
agenda item sooner.  We had strayed pretty far from the topic at hand. 
Uncomfortable to him because not all parties present.  

o Britania appreciates Jon’s question. Doesn’t necessarily agree that pulling back 
would have been the best way to go.  This points to why we need DEI staff, so 
that we can work through these things. While she can understand Sam’s 
perspective, she also needs to be able to work through this in the committee 
setting since she was publicly berated.  She is interested in a way forward for 
processing this that doesn't feel like it further marginalizes folks.  She would like 
to see ongoing staff support through this and some level of accountability for 
working through this. She’d like to see a plan for how we handle this next time.  

o Emma: this is something to consider for all meetings. What to do when there’s 
disrespect/yelling in meetings? Would like yelling person to be asked to not yell 

o Lisa: suggests that we create meeting agreements. Was disturbed and wanted to 
intervene. Heard Britania about white people not inserting themselves into 
arguments between POC. Triggered trauma around gendered abuse. Felt 
somewhat responsible. Would there have been a better way for her to express 
that she felt misunderstood?  

o Britania appreciates Lisa’s being vulnerable. She’s hearing that this is a bigger 
discussion and we need to figure out who is going to be a bridge 



o Brooks: agrees with Lisa about agreements and Britania about ongoing 
accountability. This has happened multiple times with this board member. 
Suggests conversation facilitated by someone like Ayisha. Situations like this 
have the potential to alienate folks, especially marginalized folks or new people. 
These are genuine misunderstandings that get tied up in personal traumas 

o Iana: agrees with Brooks about conversation. Asks Kirsten to help us make a 
conversation happen. It’s inappropriate that only Black board member constantly 
gets into tiffs with DC. Feels abandoned first time he split and now. Let’s bring 
this to a resolution and support him. 

o Britania has an idea to create a POC leadership space for folks from the 
committee and board to have a support structure.  

o Kirsten: tried to be a bridge and didn’t offer POC mediator. AJ was eager to come 
to resolution and was disappointed that it didn’t happen immediately. After his 
consultation meetings perhaps he will be interested in doing more resolution from 
there 

o Jon: Kirsten will see where AJ is at after his consultations and update committee. 
o Committee will create meeting agreement. Emma will send doodle for committee 

composition, etc. subcommittee scheduling 
o Britania and Iana (if interested) will work on OCF POC leadership space 

 OCF staff hirings and DEI consultants’ recommendations (30 minutes) 
o 690k shuttered venue grant. 
o Hired Alex Z as office assistant. From booth registration. Unanimously selected 

by hiring committee. General management budget-education budget for 5k 
education materials, not sure if that falls in the parameters of what we agreed to. 
Requesting board give her authority to hire volunteer and marketing coordinators. 
Wants marketing person to recruit POC. Volunteer coordinator will onboard 
volunteers. Has DEI training for staff in her budget. She’s been consulting with a 
DEI consultant who has suggested that DEI be infused into all positions. She’s 
committed to all positions having DEI training 

o Emma: not safe to recruit marginalized people to an unsafe space. Ask Kirsten if 
she feels we’ve done the necessary work to bring folks from marginalized 
identities. 

o Britania appreciates Kirsten and sees that she is trying to do her best with what 
she’s heard from the committee.  She appreciates the time and effort and her 
intention.  She agrees with what Emma says in recruiting marginalized people, 
and she thinks it’s not a good idea. It can be harmful.  It’s not even safe for white 
cis women, much less for POC.  

o Kirsten - she is not seeing these new positions as separate  
o Emma: it’s a poor move to recruit marginalized people and throw them into crews 

where they’re not safe. A volunteer coordinator will likely not know what kind of 
people are on each crew (racists, etc.). Recruiting would be premature 

o Iana: need to empower folks we already have before we bring in more. There’s 
been such resistance to DEI positions so we’re heated about other positions 
being brought in. Feels like rug being pulled out from under us. Scary that she’s 
listened to peer consultant and not consultants that are intimately familiar with 
organization. Unrealistic to expect staff to be ready to carry DEI in pro manner 
after a year of education 

o Ann: training is good. DEI for all staff is good. Underlying systemic issues make it 
hard for that to be successful. Frustrated when ignored. 

o Britania is hearing Kirsten’s comment that she’s not suggesting that we have 
marketing and volunteer positions instead of DEI positions.  Why do DEI 



positions need grant funding but not these positions? It looks bad after we have 
spent so much time working toward these positions only to have different 
positions created instead.  She is curious if recommendations around hiring were 
considered or will be considered.  She is also wondering if there something the 
committee could be doing differently to make it feel more accessible as a 
resource. Wants to know why Kirsten is leaning on a peer consultant when the 
DC and five DEI consultants are intimately familiar with the org and the staff 
initiative? Why not leaning on DC and/or consultants? 

o Kirsten: will get back to us on Britania’s questions 
o Brooks: problematic to ask Black and brown people to write grants for what they 

want and just give the white people what they want. Not fair that Kirsten’s needs 
are prioritized over those of marginalized people. This is deflating. Feel ignored. 
Maybe we should disband committee. How are we going to grant write our way 
into this if we’re told we can’t afford it when well-funded. Red flag to hear DEI 
with marketing - corporate. Not about speaking right language to attract 
marginalized people. It’s about reducing harm. Don’t see plan for how to keep 
marginalized people safe. We need channels like BIPOC sanctuary and Rainbow 
Connection and Iana’s entertainment projects to be a bridge for this work. We’re 
intimately aware of how pervasive cultural appropriation and racism is at OCF 
and that’s why we’re pushing back on recruitment. 

o Kirsten: has good feeling board will authorize her to pursue grant.  
o Jon: never intended that grant money be in lieu of fair money if and when they 

have it. Org’s priorities are where it puts its money. Believes ED has power to 
have staff they want and supports that as board member. Doesn’t understand 
why already-awarded grant money can’t go to DEI positions. Winning grant will 
require that we’re already committed to work and they may not think we are. Are 
we saying we won’t have DEI position if don’t get grant money? Didn’t see DEI in 
two job description announcements Kirsten posted. Hopes that Kirsten looks at 
hiring recommendations.  

o Sam: acknowledges Kirsten hearing a lot of critical feedback. Gratitude. Agrees 
with Jon about BOD/ED roles in staff budgets. Was part of Diversity Task Force 
where they discussed moving away from recruitment and into making a safe 
space. Knows many people who have walked away from OCF because not safe 
space. Hopes this discussion leads to ongoing commitment to need for DEI staff. 
Not possible for volunteer committee to guide the org on this. Understands why 
marketing and volunteer coordinator essential. Sees how this falls into pattern of 
DEI being last priority. DEI needs to be top priority in what we do and how we 
spend money.  

o Kirsten: marketing and volunteer coordinator are traditional positions so they 
wouldn’t win grant. DEI is new for us and more likely to win grant.  

o Nicolaj: reminds her of situations where marginalized people don’t truly have a 
voice and that having DC is just performative. Important to be mindful when 
sharing that there are very few BIPOC people here and to make sure they have 
space to share. Hearing resistance that Kirsten will take action on committee’s 
feedback. What is process for how feedback is translated into 
action/accountability?  

o Emma: issue is always money. Hearing that we have 1.3 million and almost 700k 
that will fund positions we’re hearing about for the first time but not positions 
we’ve been asking for years. If we apply for grant and grant-givers talk to 
members and find out there’s not support for DEI positions, that would make it 



unsuccessful. Volunteer coordinator and marketing are new positions for us so 
they are eligible for grant 

o Melissa: don’t want positions to be competing priorities. Understands need for 
operational positions. Mixed feelings about recruiting. Need to be simultaneously 
working on other issues. Feels bad that DEI position has to be grant funded 
where as other ones don’t. Hears that Kirsten thinks DEI would be most 
successful for grant. Is there a way to hire and fund staff position as we apply for 
grant?  

o Jon: Murdock Charitable Trust requires that it be new position. BOD would need 
to fund positions after year three. 

o Kirsten: positions aren’t competing. She’s tasked with new revenue streams. 
Grant gives us time to fund positions by year four. Need to diversify funding and 
not just rely on event.  

o Sam: glad to hear she supports the positions 
o Paul: confused. Nicolaj’s question didn’t get answered. Understands agenda is 

tight. Wants to know long and short term goals. Concerned. Leaves with more 
questions and no answers. He wants to be part of this and understand. How 
does he do that? Paul was provided instructions on how to find consultant 
recommendations. 

o Iana: appreciates Nicolaj’s comments. Jon facilitates because we want him to. 
.net site has our meeting notes where you can see what we’ve been working on. 
Gave background on consultant recommendations. Often times there isn’t 
accountability/action after discussing stuff at meetings.  

o Melissa: DEI staff positions would be defining factor in there being action and 
accountability and progress. Supports grant but it feels slow as we’ve been 
working on this for years.  

 Old Business: Holiday Market nonprofit table staffing (5 minutes) 
o 12/18 and 19. Melissa started google sign-up sheet. Will send again so please fill 

out if you can contribute hours. We need to discuss what we’ll have at table. Jon 
suggests zoom week of the event to decide on that.  

 Old Business: Diversity Census (10 minutes) 
o Jon put on BOD agenda requesting it be authorized to be sent out and will be 

sending current version.  
o Sam: heard concerns about calling it a census is we’re not going to hear from 

every member. Doesn’t have sense that there’s a lot of contention 
o Lisa: supports it. There’s been a lot going on with vax requirement 
o Ann: enumeration. Analysis isn’t to extrapolate to entire population but rather 

recognizing those that do fill it out. We applied all the suggestions board gave 
previously. Encouraging participation with incentives 

o Jon: if we want to extrapolate to larger pop we would need representative sample 
in order for it to be valid. We don’t know how to define population let alone get 
sample. It is census and we’ll try to reach every person virtually and at event. 

o Diane: confirms we want to reach every person who gets a wristband 
o Jon will cc committee when drafts motion 

  Old Business: Consultants’ survey results (15 minutes) 
o Maybe best to keep this project within committee and Paxton. Would be more 

appropriate to bring in Mark and Harrison once the responses have been 
anonymized. Emma and Crystalyn and other committee members working on it 
between now and next meeting?  

 Old Business: DEI Budget Allocation for 2022/$5k education (15 minutes) 



o Sam: formally ask for 5k to carry over and detail what we want it used for. Kirsten 
thinks it might be limited to materials but Jon doesn’t agree. We’ll need to review 
minutes from meeting where this was adopted and show to Kirsten. Would be 
helpful to see Kirsten’s education budget that she’s already set aside. Board 
budget not finalized yet. Jon asked Lily to put money in for DEI work. Make 
recommendation to BOD and/or Kirsten on an amount in budget for DEI outside. 

o 5k in ED budget for education submitted, not yet approved. Need clarity from 
Kirsten on that.  

o What's the most we could ask for DEI?  
o Jon recommended 50k for DEI spending and for income, 50k in grants. Hilary 

shot this down. 5k is nothing. 50k could fund this work for booths, crews, 
entertainment. Asked to include DEI training money in dog control crew budget. 
Can use coordinator budget for DEI training for crew but doesn’t see budget 
committee supporting it as added to all crew budgets 

o Jon will move for significant DEI money added to board budget 
o Sam: what’s highest we could get? What is significant amount? 
o Britania: we need five no votes for budget that lacks 50k DEI budget to not pass 
o Sam: that would be big deal. Are there five board members willing to take that 

stand? 
o End of January budget will be voted on 
o Iana: how 50k measure up to other budget items? We can use white guilt card.  
o Britania’s proposal is finding five board members who stick to not allowing budget 

that doesn’t contain 50k 
o Brooks: one six-week series $150k for 14k people is common in orgs. Have to 

put our foot down. Better to die on 150k hill than 50k hill 150k is 2% of 2 million 
dollars we have. 

o Jon has seen award statement for ~1.3mil and Jon will ask to see 690k to see 
where money can go 

o Sam: need to think hard about taking this hard line approach. You don’t get to 
have budget until it has 50k and there won’t be budget until this is there. 
Filibuster. Fiscal cliff. What happens if board doesn’t pass budget? 

o Jon: will be motion when this part of budget comes to board to increase that line 
item. If we vote down 5k budget, will need to make compromise. 

o We have employees working in January prior to board passing budget. Never 
have seen a budget leave meeting without getting passed.  

o BOD votes on budget in chunks with bod budget being last. Bod budget money 
not authorized to be spent until passed. If board budget didn’t pass, board would 
have to spend money from other sources month by month 

o Sam: not sure he commits or whether we can find more to commit.  
o Jon: would rather find 8 to commit to making it 50k. 
o Lisa: wouldn’t be first time this sort of struggle happened with budget. Would like 

more info on shuttered venue op grant because money specific on how spent 
and they will audit us. 690k will cover payroll.  

o This could come out of contractual payments to independent contractors, other, 
and other biz expenses. Those have large numbers. Needs further looking into.  

o Cap projects affected by spending constraints-only $25k for cap projects 
o Don’t believe there are conditions related to grant on revenue we get from event 
o Emma: frustrating that questions on priorities to Kirsten. Moral obligation over 

financial responsibility. We have all this money and still not meeting moral 
burden.  



o Jon suggests he, Lisa, Sam get together to campaign for 50k in board budget. 
Suggests committee recommend to Kirsten that she increase her training budget 
so there can be DEI training on site prefair and during fair. 

o Sam: asking for DEI money in committee budget? No, committees can’t have 
budget. There should be diversity crew with crew budget and wristbands 
members. Too late to make this happen next year 

o What money is defensible based on plan? Need to make plan for how 150k 
would be spent. But how are we going to know cost before we send RFPs? Jon 
will be talking to Kirsten about this one on one on Wed. 5k and 20k not enough 
for what we did with other consultants. Do we as committee want to say anything 
to Kirsten about training budget? 

o Lots of board members who don’t have grasp of these issues 
o Paul - $5k is not enough. 
o One thing that happened with 2020 budget - we removed designations from the 

budget for certain priorities, in addition to freezing spending. Proposed budget 
will likely have designations returned. Propose designation for DEI work as % of 
revenue plus donations. Budget committee would need to buy in, a lot of different 
people and moving parts involved. Idea could end up being quite a bit of money. 
Pot to draw from ongoing. 

o There is already a line item for DEI donations. 
o Designated funds typically, except for KOCF and DEI, Board needs to approve 

actual spending. People have talked over trying to do that with funds from side-
events. Want to keep line-item donations separate because they are restricted 
meaning you have to go back to the donor. Green ticket fund is an example of 
designating income for specific purpose.  

o We talked before about the $5k money for education left over. Could potentially 
be used to just “do the planning” in terms of the planning process and math to 
figure out what it would take to educate the staff and volunteers. Paying one or 
two consultants, to put in the hours to help us have that framework of what to ask 
for. Could help sort out the cognitive dissonance and help decision makers to see 
the goal. 

o Would feel good about spending that money on hiring people to help us make a 
plan, and cost that plan out. On a separate topic - hoping we could strategize on 
next steps post conv. w/ ED on hiring plan. Do we want to pursue grant? Push for 
using funds we have? Not trying to get into that now, but hopeful to have that 
conversation. 

o Heard Kirsten say we can ask her questions one on one, not going to get into 
these questions at the committee. Set on the fact that BOD will vote on pursuing 
grant or not. We talk about why it is important to fund these things at every 
meeting - at what point do we just realize that they are not going to. At what point 
are we just figureheads, and our perspectives are not taken seriously. 
Conversations behind the scenes and closed doors - nobody sees the struggles 
that it takes in this process.  

o Kirsten did say she supports hiring DEI staff independent of the grant. 
o Don’t know that can trust that. Sure she supports DEI staff people, but not 

enough to put them ahead of what she sees as the priorities of the organization. 
Is she going to use her power to prioritize that?  

o Change won’t happen unless those of us who want things to be different force it 
to happen. It is not going to be a priority to do DEI over operations. Even if things 
were perfect and no pandemic, the priority would probably not be to jump into 
DEI stuff. Focus on the wins we have had so we don’t feel crazy and like we’re 



wasting our time, and hope that good intentions are going to come into actions. 
Feels like a waste of time - we can’t expect white people to care about us 
enough, hopefully we can support each other to not burn out. We will have to 
keep spinning in circles if we want to see the change.  

o Did hear Kirsten say the reason she wants to go to the grant money is we want 2 
positions, not enough money for 2 positions, heard her say there is money for 1 
position.  

o No agreement on what to tell Kirsten about the budget, but Jon will tell her she 
should have more money in her budget for DEI and tell her why. Lisa, Jon, and 
Sam will strategize about DEI allocation in BOD budget. Will report back to 
Diversity Committee.  

 Old Business: Proposal to pay reparations to Oregon First Nations peoples for use of 
Oregon Country Fair property (10 minutes) 

o Jon will introduce this motion, and move to table it, so that there is time for 
people to discuss. It won’t come up for a vote until January. 

 Old Business: Board focus giving on racial justice and equity (10 minutes) 
o Sam is serving on BOD work group to address this question, will report back.  

 Next steps re: AJ conflict 
o Colleen and Sam collaborate on creating bridge with him? Let him know 

committee’s needs for processing and that we want to honor his privacy. 
Boundaries around notes, talking about him in public meeting 

o What boundaries does he have/committee have around talking about conflict in 
notes/public meeting?  

o Who is liaison? Colleen is temporary?  
o Brooks: AJ has support but nothing for Britania or Lisa. Kirsten can’t wash her 

hands of it. Not ok that man can scream at a bunch of women in a 
meeting/intimidate/gaslight/harass and not face accountability - committee 
process subcommittee  

o Kirsten saying AJ is his own man is upsetting because he is a representative of 
the OCF. This is offensive. If he were white yelling at a person of color like that, 
this would have been handled differently. 

o Paul - took great offense to what that dude was saying. Duty to send this man 
response of what I felt as booth member/FF member. Pissed me off. Both people 
of color at the fair, don’t know all the background. Probably will send him a letter.  

 NEXT STEPS 
o Sam and Colleen will offer more formal liaison report next month 
o Sam and Colleen will work on bridge-building with AJ/committee, particularly 

how to negotiate both parties’ needs in talking about the conflict in public 
meetings/notes 

o Sam and Colleen will let us know who our other liaison is. Is it Colleen? Is she 
just temporary? 

o Sam will look into starting scheduling process for BOD/DC meeting in January 
o Kirsten will see where AJ is at after his consultations and update committee 
o Emma will send doodle for committee composition, etc. subcommittee  

 Create meeting agreements 
 Will create systems of support and accountability for when harm occurs 

(AJ has support but nothing for Britania or Lisa. We would appreciate if 
Kirsten stays involved in supporting committee members in getting their 
needs for processing and accountability met. Not ok that man can scream 
at a bunch of women in a meeting/intimidate/gaslight/harass and not face 
accountability) 



o Kirsten will get back to us on these questions: 
 Were recommendations around hiring considered for assistant office 

manager and if so, how? If not, why? Will recommendations for hiring be 
considered for volunteer coordinator and marketing positions? If so, how? 
If not, why? 

 Is there something the committee could be doing differently to make us 
feel more accessible as a resource and point of contact when she has 
questions or ideas on how to do DEI work? Why are you leaning on a 
peer consultant when the DC and five DEI consultants are intimately 
familiar with the org and the staff initiative? Why not leaning on DC and/or 
consultants? 

o Britania and Iana (if interested) will work on OCF POC leadership space 
o Melissa will send google signup sheet again for holiday market 12/18 and 19 so 

please fill out if you can contribute hours 
 Plan on zoom meeting week of the event to decide on what will be on 

table 
o Jon will send census to board and send draft of census motion to committee 
o Emma and Crystalyn and other committee members will work on anonymizing 

consultant survey results 
o Sam will formally ask for 5k to carry over and detail what we want it used for. Will 

attach minutes from meeting where this was adopted  
o Jon will recommend to Kirsten more money in her budget for DEI and why 
o Lisa, Jon, and Sam will strategize about DEI allocation in BOD budget. Will 

report back to Diversity Committee.  
o Jon will introduce motion to pay reparations to Oregon First Nations peoples for 

use of Oregon Country Fair property, and move to table it until January 
o Sam is serving on BOD work group to address Board focus giving on racial 

justice and equity, will report back 
o Paul will send AJ a letter 
o NEXT MEETING SCHEDULED FOR 12/27 

 Meeting evaluation (5 minutes) 
o Put three hours on .net calendar instead of 2 
o 2 meetings/month for diversity crew with budget/wristbands 
o Good to turn facilitation over to someone else if facilitator has a lot to say about 

something 
o Nicolaj’s comment about accountability is huge and we’re sitting with it 
o Paul being confused so important to hear-how can we work on this? 
o Loving that a diversity crew would add layers/parts supporting each other to 

diversify where DEI work comes from 
 


